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Abstract
This note illustrates a theoretical worst-case scenario for groundness analyses obtained
through abstract interpretation over the abstract domain of positive Boolean functions. A se-
quence of programs is given for which any Pos-based abstract interpretation for groundness
analysis follows an exponential chain. Another sequence of programs is given for which a
state-of-the-art implementation based on ROBDDs gives a result of exponential size in only
three iterations. The moral of the story is that a serious Pos analyser must incorporate some
form of widening to protect itself from the inherent complexity of the underlying do-
main. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Many analyses for logic programs use the lattice of positive Boolean functions
ordered by implication (Pos) to express dependencies between program variables.
One of the best known applications of this type of analysis involves reasoning
about groundness dependencies in logic programs (e.g. Ref. [10]). For example,
in this context the formula x ^ y  z is interpreted to describe a program state
in which x is definitely bound to a ground term and there exists a grounding
dependency such that whenever z becomes bound to a ground term then so
does y.
For a predicate p=n (of arity n), a program analysis using Pos consists in comput-
ing an increasing chain fuigik1i1 of n-ary positive Boolean functions such that
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uk  uk1. The result of the analysis is uk which is the least fixed point of a corre-
sponding abstract semantic operator. The cost of a Pos analysis is related to the
number of iterations to reach a fixed point (and one more to verify that it is a fixed
point) and the cost of the operations performed in each iteration. These operations
include: computing a join (disjunction), computing a meet (conjunction), projecting
the formula (existential quantification), and renaming the variables in the formula.
In addition, each iteration of the analysis involves a test for equivalence (to deter-
mine if a fixed point has been reached). While, in theory, the longest chain in Pos
is exponential (in the number of variables) and the equivalence problem for Pos is
in co-NP (see Ref. [1], Section 4), experimental results indicate that the use of this
domain is viable.
One of the most promising techniques devised to represent, maintain and manip-
ulate positive propositional formulae for program analyses involves the use of binary
decision diagrams (BDDs) and their variants, such as reduced order binary decision
diagrams (ROBDDs) [4]. BDDs were originally used in the field of circuit design and
have been shown to lead to fast and accurate analyses of logic programs for a wide
range of benchmarks [1,2,5,12,7].
The number of iterations required in a groundness analysis based on BDDs
is typically small (2–3) and very rarely more than 4 or 5 per predicate. Analysing
the Aquarius Prolog compiler (a benchmark with over 3000 clauses) is reported
to encounter a strongly connected component which involves 10–12 iterations
[7,9]. The size of the BDDs encountered in an analysis is however often witnessed
to become quite large. Recent work suggests several techniques to reduce the size
of BDDs with no loss of accuracy [2,3]. Other work has indicated that widening
techniques [6] can be applied to restrict the size of BDDs [7].
Section 2 of this note illustrates that size is not the only problem facing
Pos-based program analyses. A series of pathological inputs is described for
which any (accurate) Pos-based groundness analysis (obtained as an abstract
interpretation) must follow a chain that is exponential (in the number of symbols
in the program). Section 3 illustrates an example which is problematic for an
implementation based on BDDs.
While cases of these types are not likely to arise in real world situations, a serious
Pos analyser must protect itself from the inherent complexity of the underlying
domain. Widening techniques should be introduced for two reasons: both to restrict
the size of the representation as well as to restrict the number of iterations. A first
step in this direction is proposed in Ref. [8].
2. An exponential chain
The number of iterations in a Pos-based analysis is essentially the length of a
corresponding chain of formulae. The (Pos-based) groundness analysis of the
following predicate chain=n will iterate through a chain of maximal length
consisting of 2n elements. The program consists of a single predicate of arity n
with n 1 binary clauses and contains no function symbols other than a single
constant. Hence, the program is of size quadratic in n.
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chainc; c; c; . . . ; c; c; c:
chainV ; c; c; . . . ; c; c; c  chainA; V ; V ; . . . ; V ; V ; V :
chainX1; V ; c; . . . ; c; c; c  chainX1;A; V ; . . . ; V ; V ; V :
..
.
chainX1;X2; . . . ;Xnÿ2; V ; c  chainX1;X2; . . . ;Xnÿ2;A; V :
chainX1;X2; . . . ;Xnÿ2;Xnÿ1; V   chainX1;X2; . . . ;Xnÿ2;Xnÿ1;A:
A groundness analysis of chain=n can be viewed as enumerating the models of the
Boolean function true (in the reverse lexicographic order) which is the result of
the analysis. Each iteration results in a function with one additional model. For ex-
ample, with n  3, the chain of formulae encountered in a bottom-up evaluation is
false; X1 ^ X2 ^ X3; X1 ^ X2; X1 ^ X2 _ X3; X1;
X1 _ X2 ^ X3; X1 _ X2; X1 _ X2 _ X3; true:
The initial formula (false) has no models. The next has only one model: f1; 1; 1g,
the next has two models: f1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 0g, then three: f1; 1; 1;
1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 1g, and so forth. Note that each approximation to the final result
(a Boolean formula for chain=n) triggers at least one clause in the program to derive
the next approximation which has exactly one additional model. Since the number of
clauses is linear in n, any fixed chaotic iteration strategy will involve an exponential
number of iterations.
3. An exponential BDD
The next example takes advantage of the fact that some functions are known to
give a poor representation using BDDs. As an example Bryant notes in Ref. [4] that
the BDD representation of
X1 ^ Xn1 _ X2 ^ Xn2 _    _ Xn ^ X2n
requires 2n1 vertices (although with the variables numbered in their order of occur-
rence 2n 2 vertices suce). In Ref. [11] this function (termed an AND–OR circuit)
is given as Fig. 1.2.9. A (Pos-based) groundness analysis of the following program
results in such a function for the last argument of p=2n 1:
Note that the groundness analysis of append is obtained in 3 iterations resulting in
terms of the form Zi $ Xi ^ Yi; and that the call to select results in Z $ Z1 _ Z2 _
   _ Zn (which is obtained in the first iteration).
pX1; . . . ;Xn; Y1; . . . ; Yn; Z  append ;X ;X :
appendX1; Y1; Z1, appendX jXs; Ys; X jZs  
appendX2; Y2; Z2, appendXs; Ys; Zs:
..
.
selectZ1; Z1; . . . ; Zn.
appendXn; Yn; Zn, selectZ2; Z1; . . . ; Zn:
selectZ; Z1; Z2; . . . ; Zn: ...
selectZn; Z1; . . . ; Zn:
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4. Conclusion
Both of the pathological examples described in this note have proven fatal for a
state-of-the-art Pos-based groundness analyser which uses a BDD representation
and combines both top-down and bottom-up analysis techniques. Analysis of both
types of programs cannot be improved using techniques such as those described in
Ref. [2,3] to restrict the size of the BDDs encountered in the course of an analysis.
On one hand, this should come as no surprise given the complexity of the under-
lying domain. On the other hand the need to incorporate widening techniques in any
Pos-based analysis has yet to achieve proper attention by the designers of BDD
based Pos analysers.
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